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Chassis ready for the big build, starting next month

PROJECT MGA
PART IV

With the chassis of Mike Brewer’s MGA stripped of all its
components it looked in excellent condition, but time would tell.
The first job with the stripped chassis
was to degrease it as much as possible.
This involved brushing it by hand
with cleaning chemicals, agitating the
grease before giving it a wash off with
a high-power pressure washer. The
next stage would be the ultimate test
of how well the chassis had endured
the Californian climate, as the guys
from RPS carried the chassis across
to the shot blast room of Cotswold
Accident Repairs, located adjacent
to the RPS premises. Shot blasting is
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the operation of forcibly propelling a
stream of abrasive material against a
surface under high pressure to, in this
case, remove surface contaminants,
which will give the best possible
surface, essential for the application of
paint, powder and other coatings. It’s
at this stage that any nasty surprises
are revealed, especially if you’re shot
blasting a car body, as it removes all
paint, filler and rusty metal. Thankfully
the chassis was sound so we were able
to move to the next stage.

A shiny new coat
Mike opted to powder coat the chassis
and components over the traditional
wet painting. Powder coating is the
electrostatic application of powder to
metal parts. The powder is then cured
by heating, resulting in a hard, smooth,
protective coating.
The chassis was taken straight
from the shot blasters to Vale Powder
Coatings on a dry day, to keep
moisture to a minimum; the last
thing you want is for moisture to
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Box of parts cleaned and ready for the next stage

The chassis stripped and cleaned ready for shot blasting

settle on the bare metal of
the chassis.
Vale Powder Coatings, based in
East Challow close to Abingdon, have
over 20 years of experience in the
powder coating industry, and with
their state-of-the-art oven have the
flexibility to coat most shapes and
sizes, from an MGA chassis to a oneinch bracket.
When the chassis and other
components arrived at Vale, they were
taken straight in and hung up to be,

air blown dry and Etch primed by Sam.
This protects the metal and also helps
key the surface so the powder adheres
to it. With the etch primer applied
and cured, the guys set about putting
bungs in the holes and caps over the
threaded studs to stop the powder
ingress and prevent the laborious and
time-consuming task of re-tapping all
the threads.
The etched parts work their way
around the Vale premises on a hanging
conveyer system until they reach John

Ben from RPS loading the cleaned items, ready for
powder coating

Shot blasting in progress
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Holes with bungs to stop the powder entering

Stu from Vale Powder Coatings inserting the bungs

who applies the powder in an extract
booth. The booth removes the excess
powder to a large underfloor tank
that’s emptied once a fortnight. One
of the benefits of powder coating

Threads covered with caps

is that it is an environmentally safe
finishing process because it produces
few volatile organic compounds. The
powder used is electrically charged
from the gun as it is applied to the
part, giving each particle of the
powder a negative charge. The chassis
and parts being powder coated are
electrically grounded on the hanging
conveyer as a means of attracting and
attaching the powder to the part’s
surface. This electrostatic attraction
is a key requirement of the process

and results in a uniform coating of
dry powder clinging to the parts.
Once every nook and crevice has been
coated in powder, the items make
their way around the conveyer and
into the state-of-the-art electronically
controlled oven. The oven runs at a
constant and even 195°C, meaning
no hotspots. The items travel through
the oven slowly whilst it heats the
metal and the powder gels, flows and
cures to produce a smooth, durable
powder coat finish. During the curing

John starts applying the black powder to the primed chassis
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The powder coated chassis entering the state of the art oven

Parts head to the powder coating booth

process, the heat of the metal makes
a chemical reaction between the
particles of powder take place. After
about 20 minutes the parts started to
emerge from the oven with a deep,
even, gloss black coating. Powder
coating is typically a one-coat finish,
so once the chassis and other items

had cooled they were wrapped and
on their way back to RPS. The total
process time from start to finish was
just three hours. With the chassis and
parts back at RPS the rebuild begins
in earnest next month, with a first for
the MGA. All will be revealed in Project
MGA Part V.

Parts work their way slowly through the oven

The Chassis emerges from the oven

Stu and Sam inspect the finished chassis

Vale Powder Coatings
Vale Powder Coatings is a well-established powder coating company with over
20 years’ experience driven by quality, and the flexibility for rapid turnaround.
They also offer competitive pricing, as well as:
• specialising in ﬁnishing sheet metalwork.
• having the flexibility to spray most shapes and sizes of various materials.
• offering a wide range of ﬁnishing products, from matt through to gloss.
• providing customers with a large choice of known industry brand colours.
• being equipped to undertake any size order – large or small.
For more details contact Vale Powder Coatings at Unit 2, W&G Industrial
Estate, Faringdon Road, East Challow, OX12 9TF, telephone 01235 760159 or
email sales@valepowdercoatings.co.uk
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